
  The Holidays are fast approaching and dog�
owners may want to look into some of the ways�
to make the Holiday a safe one.�

·� With all the excitement and change in�
schedules your pet may want to use its�
crate as a safe haven. Leaving the door�
open allows the pet to find some time to�
watch the festivities without having to be�
constantly vigilant or nap in its own private�
space. Caution your guests to also be�
mindful about going through doors and�
being sure Fido is not right behind them�
ready to dart out. The excitement level is�
really high during the Holidays and even�
the best trained dog might forget its training�
long enough to get out a door.�

·� Educate your family and guests that�
feeding your dog from the table is not a�
healthy thing for your dog especially the�
fact that many foods are fat laden and very�
unhealthy. A turkey breast has only 4�
grams of fat in it however the skin of the�
turkey has a whopping 44 grams of fat.�

·� Remember to secure tin foil, food wraps,�
and cooked bones and keep them well out�
of the reach of your dog. Those bones and�
wrappings can pose a serious threat if�
ingested.�

·� Chocolate contains large amounts of�
theobromine and caffeine, both of which can�
cause fatal disturbances of the heart rhythm�
or seizures in dogs.  First time, massive�
exposure to concentrated chocolate�
products, especially dark chocolate or�
bakers chocolate, is the most dangerous.�
Finished products such as brownies or�
cookies are less dangerous but still�
something to have your pet avoid.�

·� Holiday mistletoe, garland, and tinsel pose�
dangers to your pet as well and need to be�
used in a safe manner.  The decorated tree�
should have some boundary or border�
created so that a pet cannot get to the tree�
and risk the danger of pulling it down while�
jumping up to investigate this new toy. One�
thing we see used is a 24 inch ex-pen put�
around the tree when gifts are not being�
opened or enjoyed.�

·� When traveling with your dog, remember to�
have proper ID on the dog as well as on the�
crate including a cell phone where you can�
be reached. If your dog is micro chipped or�
tattooed, be sure and have a record of that�
somewhere as well.�

·� In colder climates many de-icing and ice�
melting products can be toxic. Some ice�
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This basket full of pups is�
ready to spread the cheer�

this Holiday season.  Photo�
taken and submitted by�

Fredith Holt.�

Subscribe to the Havanese�
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www.havanese.org/�
documents/subscribe.htm�the�

official publication of the�
Havanese Club of America�
for more in depth news of�
local clubs, rescue stories,�

rally articles and other handy�
tips.�
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  Almost all of us begin by saying, “Oh I’ll�
never kennel my pet!” ….and then reality sets�
in; most of the relatives at Uncle Joe’s�
Thanksgiving get together are highly allergic;�
other relatives are not a big fan of animals�
period. So what do  you do and how do you�
get there?�

Decide first what kind of kennel you want or�
need.�  kennels are more than a�
box in the back yard but will not have the�
‘extras’ a�  will. The Dog�
Owner’s Guide notes that:�

“�

.”�

Now that you know which kind of kennel you�
need, make a list and appointments to visit.�
One source many folks do not think about is�
their vet. My vet had a small kennel attached�
to the practice. Generally these spaces were�
reserved for older dogs who required medi-�
cine or needed some kind of ongoing treat-�
ments. The advantage is that the staff is the�
same that cares for your pet.  My�

veterinarian’s practice also had a stand alone�
large basic care kennel on the same grounds�
as the practice. The most important thing is:�
go see the kennel for yourself.�

From the kennel perspective they need you to�
be frank about your dog. For example they�
need to know if your dog has ever bitten any-�
one, has a chronic non-contagious disorder,�
vomits for the first 3 days of being in a kennel�
because of separation anxiety and any spe-�
cial tips between you and Rover that helped�
you bond but also helped Rover become a�
good house mate.  Bookmark the Dog�
Owner’s Guide to revisit frequently or to print�
off the questions you should be asking and�
things you should be looking for.�

They range from your neighbor Judy’s 3�rd�

cousin who just loves dogs, but doesn’t have�
a clue how to care for one, to very business-�
like establishments with membership in a pro-�
fessional association.  The problem comes�
with the term ‘sitter’.  It means different things�
to different people, so I strongly urge you to:�

 1)  See if there is a professional pet sitter as-�
sociation near you or you can go online and�
review�National Association of Pet Sitters�  or�
Pet-Sitters Biz� can perhaps point you in the�
right direction.�

 2)  Set up a blind PO Box or phone number�
to use until you and the pet sitter have an�
agreement. This provides confidentiality until�

you have a chance to check out the pet sitter.�
While most  pet sitters may not be covered�
under a bond, it does not hurt to ask.�

3)  Have a contract that you both sign, which�
spells out exactly what you expect the pet�
sitter to do. For instance, will the pet sitter�
have full authority to take your pet to your vet�
in case of an accident? Concomitantly, you�
should let your vet know you are going on va-�
cation, the pet sitter’s name and make ar-�
rangement for payment to the vet or to be�
billed.�

4)  Make a list of what you expect and be as�
specific as possible. A daily check off list�
might be useful as well. I cannot stress how�
important this is. While  your expectations�
may be perfectly clear to you, they may not�
be to the pet sitter.�

5)  Identify a back up person who knows you�
and your pet well for the pet sitter to call in�
case she has a question that is not an emer-�
gency and doesn’t want to disturb you. Also�
the person might be willing to just keep an�
eye on your place as well.�

6) Provide emergency contact numbers for�
the pet sitter.�

7) Check your homeowners insurance and be�
sure any accidents such as Fido taking a�
hunk out of  your pet sitter are covered.�

For a really well done piece on kenneling�
your pet, go to�Dog Owner’s Guide�.�

by Patt McRae with help from the�Dog Owner’s Guide�

Fritz Sartor is very�
excited about spending�
the Holidays with his�
new family.  Photo�

taken by Brian Sartor�
and submitted by�

Arlene Etzig.�

Lyssa is resting up after lots of celebrating.�
Photo taken and submitted by Patt McRae.�
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melting products contain calcium chloride, a highly caustic�
chemical that can cause serious burns if left untreated. It can also�
irritate the pads as well as cause digestive disorders if a pet licks�
the chemicals from its paws. Keep a container of clean water and�
cloths by the door for after walks and rinse your dogs’ paws and�
then wipe them dry. Common salt is the safest but needs to be�
wiped off once inside.  Have your dog see a Veterinarian if the dog�
has had direct contact with calcium chloride because ulcers to the�
mouth, tongue and esophagus are possible.�

·� One idea to help ward off the snow balls while on a winter walk is�
to spray a bit of cooking spray on each paw to slow down the�
accumulation of snow.�

·� Most people are aware of how dangerous leaving a pet�
unattended in the car during the warm weather can be, but the�
truth is that cold weather can be just as dangerous.  A car can act�
as a refrigerator in the very cold and an animal can develop�
hypothermia, which can be fatal, if left in the car for a period of�
time.�

Remembering that your pet is curious and unafraid of the exciting new�
opportunities that present themselves during the Holiday Season can�
help you avoid hidden dangers for your pet.�

:�

Are the Holidays a good time to bring a new puppy home?  I often�
hear conflicting opinions on this.�

The reason you hear conflicting opinions is because there are as�
many opinions as there are breeders.   I am not a proponent of�
Holiday Pup Homecomings but I am learning quickly by chatting�
with fellow breeders that I may be too quick to judge.  Let’s go over�
the reasons why it may be a bad time first.  �

 A new puppy is going to need a clearly defined routine to�
understand what is expected of him/her. The pup is going to already�
be somewhat confused leaving its familiar environment and,�
although each puppies coping skills are different,  some are going�
to be more daunted by the change than others. The Holidays�
present a time when everyone’s schedules change  to allow for the�
many fun and exciting things having to do with preparations and�
celebrating the Holiday  Season.   �

The negative to bringing home a puppy is the lack of continuity of�
scheduling and the possible feeling of stress (or excitement) in the�
air may create a sense of anxiety in the puppy.  If your household is�
one that might not lend itself to a nice steady routine of�
housebreaking, and feeding and exercise, you could ask the�
breeder  to hold the pup until things get somewhat back to normal�
and make the Holiday gift one of  a wrapped crate with a stuffed�
animal in the crate resembling your new family member.   The toys�
and puppy layette would also be fun for the family to open and there�
is still excitement knowing the pup is on its way home very soon.�
 �
Alternatively, the  Holiday Season could be a good time for a new�
puppy to join the family. For many households this is the time that�
all the family might be available to spend with a new member and�
might find it is perfect for housebreaking and supervised�
playtimes.   The crate is the perfect place for a puppy to feel secure�
as friends stop by to celebrate and if your family is one that tends to�
be home a lot and not off on a ski trip etc., then a well thought out�
home coming could be a good thing.�
 �
One thing all of the breeders I chatted with about Holiday puppies�
agreed upon is that under no circumstances should someone be�
totally surprised by the gift of a puppy.   Even if someone is always�
lamenting, “oh… I wish I had a puppy,” this is the new puppy owner’s�
decision. Just as we dream of adding another baby to our family it is�
probably best not to find one unexpectedly on the doorstep.   As a�
breeder, I insist on speaking to the new owner even when a family�
member is the one actually purchasing the puppy because it is not�
fair to the puppy to go to an unprepared new owner. �
 �
Holidays are fast approaching and for those of us contemplating�
getting a new puppy only you  know if your family’s schedule is right�
to introduce a puppy into, or if you should ask your Breeder if he or�
she minds holding the puppy until the time is right for everyone.  �

Claudia DeVita�

Mulch is commonly used in landscaping. Most types of mulch are safe,�
however, cocoa bean mulch is not safe.�

The cocoa bean produces beautiful dark mulch that has the aroma of�
chocolate. Unfortunately, this type of mulch is dangerous because of the�
by-products of the cocoa shells. When ingested, dogs can show severe�
signs of chocolate toxicity. If you have dogs, especially one that likes to�
"eat things", consider other types of safer mulch in your landscaping�
plans.�

For more information about cocoa bean mulch toxicity, please read�Cocoa�
Mulch Toxicity�

Little “Inez” is posing in the poinsettias.�
Photo taken and submitted by Carol Short.�
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Rhett is looking forward to the Holidays with family & friends.�
Photo taken and submitted by Jerry & Betty White.�

Savannah and Tango are best friends for life.  Photo taken and�
submitted by Sharon Lewko.�

Scarlet is all done unwrapping her gifts. Now what? Photo taken�
and submitted by Jerry & Betty White.�

Maia, Lacey & Ben are all decked out for the celebrations.  Photo taken�
and submitted by Vicki Walton.�

Austin wants to know when he can open his presents.�
Photo taken and submitted by Catherine Norris.�

A beautiful gathering of Havanese ready to celebrate.�
Photo taken and submitted by Joni Grace.�
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